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Infrared analogs of heteronuclear nuclear magnetic resonance coherence
transfer experiments in peptides

C. Scheurera) and S. Mukamelb)

Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627

~Received 11 October 2001; accepted 24 January 2002!

Using short pulses whose bandwidth covers only one amide band and that are resonant with either
the amide I or the amide II band, we propose two-color multiple pulse infrared experiments that are
analogs of heteronuclear nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! experiments for probing the structure
of peptides and proteins. These pulse sequences yield simpler spectra of nonoverlapping vibrational
bands with fewer overlapping peaks than one-color techniques, and open new ways to more
sophisticated control over coherence transfer pathways. Differences between NMR and IR
techniques stemming from the different initial conditions and the pulse field strengths are taken into
account. We find that in several cases,p pulses commonly used in NMR to simplify the spectra can
be avoided in vibrational spectroscopy due to the low temperature initial condition~i.e., vibrational
energies are large compared tokT!. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vibrational spectrum of a macromolecule built fro
a set of similar repetitive units contains bands that can
described in terms of vibrations localized at these units
their couplings between. These vibrational bands can
modeled by a Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian.1–5 The couplings
as well as the transition frequencies of the localized osc
tors depend on the molecular geometry and typically yi
broad unresolved bands in absorption~one-dimensional! ex-
periments. The spectroscopic resolution can be increa
considerably and some of the geometric and dynamic in
mation can be recovered using multidimension
techniques.6–19 Pulsed ultrafast vibrational spectroscopy h
many analogies to nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!.20–22

Historically, multidimensional NMR started with simpl
pulse sequences applied to small molecules.23–25Much more
elaborate techniques have subsequently been develope
complex molecules with thousands of atoms.26–28 Multidi-
mensional vibrational spectroscopy stands at the begin
of a similar development.

Recently, one-color IR techniques analogous to imp
tant homonuclear NMR experiments have been identifie21

To study large molecules it is necessary to increase the r
lution and to simplify the spectra even further than in the
simple experiments. This can be achieved making use
frequency resolution during specific time intervals in a m
tidimensional pulse sequence and is the basis of het
nuclear NMR, which is of great importance for studyin
structure and dynamics of complex molecules like pepti
and proteins.26–28 The frequency resolution is not used
select individual chromophores but rather to separate dif
ent isotopic species or, in infrared spectroscopy, different
brational bands. Multicolor multidimensional IR experimen
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can potentially yield more detailed information on the vibr
tional motions in polypeptides and achieve higher resoluti
than one-color experiments, in analogy to heteronucl
NMR. At the same time these time-domain~rather than
frequency-domain! measurements offer high temporal res
lution due to the large pulse bandwidth and short pulse
ration needed to cover a whole vibrational band.

A prerequisite for multicolor IR analogs of heteronucle
NMR experiments is the existence of several spectrally w
resolved but rather broad and intense vibrational bands.
teins contain bands of peptide plane modes above 1400 c21

with strong transition dipole moments.29,30 These bands are
usually denoted the amide-A, amide-B, amide-II, and
amide-I band~see Fig. 1!. All of these modes which are
spectrally well separated from the remaining bands h
been studied extensively in small peptides as well as us
N-methylacetamide~NMA ! as a model.29,31

The vibrational 1600–1700 cm21 amide-I band has bee
widely studied by ordinary one-dimensional I
spectroscopy32 and is the subject of most multidimension
IR spectroscopical studies of peptides and proteins c
ducted so far. This mode has a strong transition dipole m
ment and is clearly distinguishable from other vibration
modes of the amino acid residues~see Fig. 1!. An early study
of model peptides made of a single type of amino acid29

demonstrated that the coupling between CO stretch
modes in different peptide bonds is due to transition dip
coupling which results in a delocalization of the amide
states and can be described by a Frenkel exciton mod33

The dependence of the dipole–dipole coupling on the re
tive orientations and distances of the interacting dipo
yields an amide-I band signature of the three-dimensio
structure of the protein.

The different secondary structure elements occurring
proteins result in characteristic amide-I signatures wh
form the basis of polypeptide and protein structu
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. ~Color! ~a! Structure of a ten-residuea-poly~L-alanine!, showing a hydrogen bonded pair of peptide planes with indices (i ,i 13). ~b! IR spectra in
the midinfrared region~800–3400 cm21! with the electric vector perpendicular~full line! or parallel~dashed line! to the direction of orientation.
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determinations.34,35 The complicated three-dimension
structure of proteins leads to overlapping bands correspo
ing to these different secondary structural elements. Th
bands are additionally inhomogeneously broadened by c
formational fluctuations of the secondary structure and
coupling to the local solvent environment, yielding a high
congested amide-I band and calling for sophisticated p
techniques to gain the necessary resolution to study la
molecules. The amide-II modes are only weakly coupled
the amide-I band~transition energy differences;100 cm21

and couplings,10 cm21!. Localized peptide plane vibra
tions of the nonoverlapping amide-I and amide-II bands
assume the role of the different nuclear species in het
nuclear NMR experiments. In analogy to the correspond
NMR experiments~e.g., heteronuclear multiple quantum co
relation! it should be possible to address individual pept
planes by correlating vibrations at different frequenc
through couplings within a single peptide plane. It might a
be possible to select pairs of peptide planes by their cha
teristic couplings through hydrogen bonds, e.g., ina helices
or b sheets, in analogy to the very recent NMR studies
trans-hydrogen bondJ couplings.36–41

In this paper we propose several vibrational analogs
simple heteronuclear NMR techniques. In Sec. II we desc
the vibrational exciton Hamiltonian for the amide-I an
amide-II bands and discuss the spectral features of coup
mechanisms that are common to liquid state NMR and vib
tional spectroscopy. The choice of Hamiltonian paramet
as explained in Sec. IV, was made in order to best illustr
all possible peaks. The focus of this paper is on the ques
of which principles can be transferred from NMR spectro
copy and how the spectra and pulse sequences differ f
NMR due to the major differences such as the low tempe
ture and weak pulse field limits. To gain this insight we us
parameters that allow the resolution of all peaks and a
tailed analysis of the spectra in terms of the coherence tr
Downloaded 25 Apr 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to A
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fer pathways. More quantitative simulations using a recen
developed exciton Hamiltonian for the protein amide ban
which is based on a classical protein force field will be p
sented in the future.42

The pulse sequences for vibrational analogs of sim
heteronuclear NMR experiments are introduced in Sec.
We devise the vibrational techniques by analogy with
NMR sequences, building upon our recent analysis of
spectroscopy of coupled two-level systems which provid
rules for mapping strong field NMR pulse sequences i
weak field IR.21,22 The main features of the new spectr
scopic techniques are discussed in detail for a small mo
system in Sec. IV. All spectra are calculated using the ope
tor propagation expressions~26! of Ref. 21. Relaxation is
only taken into account with a simple model of homog
neous broadening. Since our main focus is on understan
the coherence transfer pathways that contribute to the spe
we will not discuss effects of inhomogeneous broadeni
The molecular dynamics~MD! simulation of inhomoge-
neously broadened spectra is an ongoing project.5,42

II. THE VIBRATIONAL EXCITON HAMILTONIAN

We consider a molecule whose vibrational modes con
of a set of coupled localized anharmonic oscillators d
scribed by the following zero order Hamiltonian,42

H05(
mn

Uu
mBm

† Bn1 (
mnkl

Ukl
mnBm

† Bn
†BkBl , ~1!

where we retained only terms up to fourth order that prese
the number of excitons. The operatorsBm

† , Bn are boson
creation and annihilation operators for the localized vib
tions that fulfill the boson commutation relations

@Bm ,Bn
†#5dmn , ~2!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6805J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 Coherence transfer experiments in peptides
which determines the specific dependence, introduced
normal ordering, of theUn

m matrix elements in Eq.~1! on the
fourth-order derivatives of the potential energy surface
similar Hamiltonian was used previously to describe el
tronic and vibrational Frenkel excitons in molecular agg
gates and proteins.43,44 That Hamiltonian was expressed u
ing different, non-Boson operators. The collective vibratio
modes obtained by diagonalizing the first term of Eq.~1! are
denoted vibrational excitons, and Eq.~1! is the vibrational
exciton Hamiltonian. Here and in the following we distin
guish between parameters of the exciton Hamiltonian~e.g.,
Umn , Unkl

m ! to different orders by the numbers of supe
scripts ~subscripts! denoting indices related to creation~an-
nihilation! operators.

The terms in the Hamiltonian up to fourth order th
either create or destroy one vibrational exciton are given

H85(
m

Um~Bm1Bm
† !1(

mnk
Unk

m ~Bm
† BnBk1Bn

†Bk
†Bm!.

~3!

The vibrational response functions for fifth-order Raman
periments based on a perturbative treatment of the vi
tional Hamiltonian containing the second sum in Eq.~3!
have recently been derived using an equations of mo
approach.45 A similar Hamiltonian was used withUnk

m

5Unn
m dnk to describe the energy transport along chains

hydrogen bonded peptides in ana-helical peptide46 where
the third-order term in Eq.~3! accounted for the 2:1 Ferm
resonance coupling between the amide-I band and the
stretch vibration of the amide-A,B bands.

The most important interchromophore couplings in
brational and NMR spectroscopy are described byoff-
diagonal second-order termsU j

i Bi
†Bj1c.c. and diagonal

fourth-order termsUi j
i j Bi

†Bj
†BiBj1c.c. The former coupling

elements are known as excitonic coupling in optical sp
troscopy or strongJ coupling in NMR (I x,i I x, j1I y,i I y, j ). The
fourth-order coupling is an anharmonic contribution in vibr
tional spectroscopy~Darling–Dennison coupling47! and cor-
responds to the weak coupling case of NMR (I z,i I z, j ).
Coupled chromophores with negative~positive! off-diagonal
electronic coupling are known asJ aggregates~H aggre-
gates!. The two have very different fluorescence spectra a
quantum yields.48

Including the coupling with the radiation field, the tot
Hamiltonian has the form

HT5H01H82E~ t !m, ~4!

wherem is the vibrational transition dipole in the electron
ground state, which depends on the vibrational coordina
The transition dipole moment may be expanded in terms
the coordinates as was done for the potential energy. To t
order we have

m5(
n

~DnBn1DnBn
†!1(

mn
~DmnBmBn1DmnBm

† Bn
†

1Dn
mBm

† Bn!1(
mkl

~Dkl
mBm

† BkBl1Dm
klBk

†Bl
†Bm!, ~5!
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where theDl 1¯ l n

k1¯km are vectorial expansion coefficients an

we have retained all terms that create or annihilate up to
excitons. The terms in the second and third sum of Eq.~5!
constitute vibrational nonlinearities that have different sp
troscopic signatures than those in the potential ene
operator.22,49

The coupling to the electric fieldE(t)m can be expressed
in analogy to the potential energy terms with matrix eleme

El 1¯ l n

k1¯km~ t ![E~ t !•Dl 1¯ l n

k1¯km, ~6!

which are time dependent due to the fieldE(t). The field-
dependent contribution to the total Hamiltonian then b
comes

E~ t !m5(
n

~En~ t !Bn1En~ t !Bn
†!1(

mn
~Emn~ t !BmBn

1Emn~ t !Bm
† Bn

†1En
m~ t !Bm

† Bn!

1(
mkl

~Ekl
m~ t !Bm

† BkBl1Em
kl~ t !Bk

†Bl
†Bm!. ~7!

For experiments involving multiple separated pulses,
Dl 1¯ l n

k1¯km are tensorial elements that depend on the polar

tion of the individual pulses. These elements should be
eraged over the rotational distribution of the molecules in
sample and the choice of pulse polarizations provides a
tional control parameters which allow one to simplify th
resulting spectra considerably.50–52All of the exciton Hamil-
tonian parameters may be computed using quantum che
try codes. This will allow first principles simulations of rea
istic multidimensional spectra. In this paper we retain tho
terms that are essential for the optical response and use
resulting simplified Hamiltonian~see Sec. IV! to explore
possible pulse sequences.

III. HETERONUCLEAR NMR PULSE SEQUENCES AND
THEIR MULTICOLOR INFRARED COUNTERPARTS

Heteronuclear pulse sequences which use a specific
eronuclear coherence transfer to considerably simplify
spectra are of great importance in multidimensional NM
studies of complicated molecules such as biopolymers.26–28

This transfer requires a couplingJ between the different spin
species, and the delayst8 in the transfer sequence can b
chosen to maximize transfer for certain pairs of spins c
nected with a coupling of a specified magnitude. The res
ing spectrum will then ideally only contain peaks corr
sponding to pairs fulfilling the transfer conditiont8
51/(2J).27 This can be used to obtain information about t
bonding topology in a molecule, which is the basis of t
sequential NMR protein assignment techniques.26,28 Once
each peak is assigned to a specific site, it is possible to
this information in more complicated relaxation experime
to obtain data about molecular structure and dynamics. T
additional information is frequently obtained by heter
nuclear methods that contain the simpler coherence tran
schemes as building blocks that provide simplified we
resolved spectra.53 To that end additional delays are intro
duced in the pulse sequence during which auto- and cr
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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relaxation is active and a series of two-dimensional~2D!
spectra is recorded. The variation of the peak intensities w
the relaxation period can be described theoretically w
models for the relaxation active coupling mechanism, l
dipolar or~chemical shift anisotropy! interactions, and spec
tral density functions for the bath.54–57Structural parameter
are obtained, for example, from the strong distance dep
dence of the dipolar cross relaxation~NOE!, and dynamical
time scales and order parameters can be extracted from
time-dependent peak intensities.

Another use of heteronuclear coherence transfer in m
elaborate pulse sequences is the indirect observation of
sitions with small dipole moments through their coupling
transitions with strong dipole moment as in INEPT~insensi-
tive nuclei enhanced by polarization transfer!.27 This tech-
nique is frequently used to enhance the sensitivity of car
or nitrogen spectroscopy@which is low due to the small gy
romagnetic ratios of13C and15N, see Eq.~9!# by coherence
transfer from protons. It is then possible to manipulate
coherences of the less sensitive spins and finally either de
them directly or transfer the coherence back to the m
sensitive species for detection. In this section we pres
third- and fifth-order vibrational analogs of heteronucle
NMR coherence transfer experiments~Figs. 2 and 3! which
are closely related to INEPT~Fig. 4!.27 We also discuss third
and fifth-order analogs of the heteronuclear multiple qu
tum correlation~HMQC! experiment~Fig. 5!.28 These tech-
niques are by themselves important 2D NMR experime
but furthermore constitute frequently used building blocks
more elaborate pulse schemes. We will first discuss the m
important concepts underlying the NMR pulse sequenc
Despite the differences in the Hamiltonians~which will be
discussed in the following! many of these concepts are tran
ferable and allow us to devise analogous IR pulse sequen
We present both NMR and IR techniques using a mode
two frequency bandsA andB. In heteronuclear NMR thes
bands are traditionally named theI ~insensitive! andS ~sen-
sitive! spins. For IR spectroscopy of peptides they repres
for example, the amide-I and amide-II bands.

All NMR two-color coherence transfer experiments r
quire a coupling between chromophores in bandsA and B
that producesA–B correlated density matrix elements.27 The
off-resonant coupling between chromophores belonging
bandsA andB in two-color experiments can be described
analogy to the weakJ-coupling limit in NMR provided it is
much smaller than the difference in transition frequencies
bandsA and B. Our exciton Hamiltonian also contains th
resonant coupling term which yields additional contributio
but the main features of the spectroscopic technique ca
understood based on the weak coupling approximation
which the coupling is described by anI z,AI z,B operator term
in NMR or corresponding fourth-order terms of the for
BA

†BB
†BABB1c.c. in the normal-ordered exciton Hamiltonia

respectively.
We will discuss the pulse sequences in terms of coup

two-level systems which simplifies the comparison w
NMR. The liquid state NMR Hamiltonian for which the fol
lowing experiments were designed consists of the Zeem
Downloaded 25 Apr 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to A
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term, the isotropic coupling term, and the coupling to t
external fieldE(t)27,58,59

HNMR5(
i

N

v i I z,i1(
i , j

N

Ji j ~ I x,i I x, j1I y,i I y, j1I z,i I z, j !

2E~ t !m, ~8!

where the dipole is determined by the gyromagnetic ratio
the isotopic speciesg I and the spin operators

m5g I IW. ~9!

The generalization to vibrational multilevel systems intr
duces additional peaks that contain further information ab
anharmonicities but preserve the key features of the p
sequences.21

The vertical bars in Figs. 2–5 represent pulses reson
with the transitions of the respective bands, as indicated.
NMR pulse sequences the closed bars representp pulses and
the open barsp/2 pulses. In the case of weak-field IR th
open bars denote a single interaction with a pulse with
wave vector indicated next to the bar, while the closed b
correspond to the interaction with two correctly phased tim
coincident pulses which perform a transformation of the d
sity matrix yielding a signal that is closely related to th
p-pulse transformation if observed in the correctly pha
matched direction. The transformation of the density ma
under the action of such pulse pairs yields the closest an
of a NMR p pulse for coupled two-level systems.21

The basic NMR heteronuclear coherence trans
scheme~CT3! consists of a single pulse on bandA, followed
by two coincident pulses~one resonant with bandA and the
other with bandB, see Fig. 2!.27 The first pulse creates
one-quantum coherence of theA chromophores. The cou
pling between theA and B chromophores then leads to th
formation of anA–B correlated state during the periodt1 .

FIG. 2. The simplest two-color coherence transfer experiment using t
pulses. The open bars representp/2 pulses in NMR. The correspondin
wave vectors for weak field IR spectroscopy are given next to the bars.
Feynman diagrams show the coherence transfer pathways involved in
response of the system.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Fifth-order frequency correlation experiment. The closed bars representp pulses in NMR and the open barsp/2 pulses. The corresponding wav
vectors for weak field IR spectroscopy are given next to the bars.
e
he

ia

nde-

e
be
The two coincident pulses perform a transfer of the coh
ence fromA to B. It is not necessary for the transfer that t
two pulsesk2

A and k2
B be phase coherent.27 This is well

known in NMR and can be seen from the Feynman d
Downloaded 25 Apr 2002 to 128.151.176.185. Redistribution subject to A
r-

-

grams, since the coherence is converted into a phase i
pendent correlatedA–B population state by the pulsek2

A

which is subsequently transferred into a coherence of thB
chromophores. The two coincident pulses can therefore
IR
FIG. 4. The INEPT experiment. The closed bars representp pulses in NMR and the open barsp/2 pulses. The corresponding wave vectors for weak field
spectroscopy are given next to the bars.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6808 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 C. Scheurer and S. Mukamel
either derived from a single pulse with a bandwidth tha
covers both bands or from two independent pulses. The e
periment is two-dimensional with domains given by the de
lay timest1 andt2 and is third order with respect to the lase
fields. This simple experiment demonstrates the possibility
pulse induced coherence transfer between coupled ch
mophores but is otherwise not widely used in NMR since th
evolution in both time domains is under the full Hamiltonian
which results in complicated spectra.

It is possible to derive several pulse schemes that re
edy this problem by introducing additional pulses and dela
to better control the evolution of coherences.27 The introduc-
tion of ap pulse on theB band in the center of the delayt1 ,
for example, refocuses theB band evolution as well as the
A–B coupling, yielding an effective evolution under theA
band Hamiltonian alone duringt1 ~CT5, see Fig. 3!. It is
then necessary to introduce a delayt8 before and after the
coincidentA andB pulses to obtain a correlated state for th
coherence transfer by the pulse pair. This delay can be a
justed to optimize transfer through specific couplings. Th
system then evolves under the combined Hamiltonian duri
t2 . Broadband decoupling, i.e., irradiation with a stron
resonant radio-frequency field,27,59 of the A band is often
applied in NMR duringt2 , yielding an effective evolution

FIG. 5. The HMQC experiment. The closed bars representp pulses in NMR
and the open barsp/2 pulses. The corresponding wave vectors for wea
field IR spectroscopy are given next to the bars. The modified vibration
experiment HMQC8 does not contain thek3 pulse pair on theA band. The
Feynman diagrams show the coherence transfer pathways involved in
response of the system.
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under theB band Hamiltonian alone for this time domain
The resulting technique is known as ‘‘shift correlation spe
troscopy’’ since chemical shift evolution of theA band dur-
ing t1 is correlated with chemical shift evolution of theB
band duringt2 by coherence transfer via anA–B coupling.
Broadband decoupling is not possible for weak field IR te
niques, making the spectra somewhat more complex in
V2 direction. However if the couplings within a single ban
are unresolved, the information content of the spectra is
same as in ‘‘shift correlation spectroscopy’’ and conta
peaks only fromA–B pairs of chromophores connected by
coupling that has the correct magnitude compared tot8.

The important INEPT sequence~see Fig. 4! can also be
derived from the general correlation scheme.27 The introduc-
tion of coincidentp pulses on both bands in the center b
tween thep/2 pulses of Fig. 2 refocuses the evolution with
theA band and within theB band but preserves the evolutio
of the A–B coupling which is necessary for the creation
the correlated state used for the coherence transfer. The d
t1 can be chosen to maximize the transfer for specific gro
of coupled chromophores. Thep pulses are substituted b
pulse pairs1k2

A2k28
A and 1k2

B2k28
B in the analogous IR

experiment which yields an echo response at time 2t1 simi-
lar to the refocussing used in NMR. The resulting techniq
is seventh order in the fields.

All the above mentioned pulse sequences only gene
populations and single quantum coherences. It is also p
sible to create higher order coherences in heterosystems
use combinations of transitions to obtain frequency corre
tion maps. For example, this is the idea of the HMQC pu
sequence given in Fig. 5.28 The first pulse creates a cohe
ence of theA chromophores which evolves during the del
t8 into an A–B correlated state due to the couplingJ con-
necting chromophores belonging to the different bands. T
fixed delay t8 can be adjusted to maximize the coheren
transfer through a specific coupling by choosingt8
51/(2J). The second pulse transfers the correlated state
a double quantum coherence that evolves duringt1 with a
sum frequency of the order ofVA1VB . The centralp pulse
refocuses both the free~noncoupled! evolution of A chro-
mophores and the couplings between theA and theB band
during the time 2t81t1 . The last pulse transfers the doub
quantum coherence back to an observable polarization. In
direct vibrational analog, the central NMRp pulse is substi-
tuted by two time coincident pulses on bandA. The resulting
experiment is fifth order in the fields and two-dimension
with respect to thet1 and t2 time domains. This pulse se
quence does not produce any observable signal for banB
alone, and the experiment looks like a heterodyne dete
one-color reverse transient grating experiment (k11k2

2k28)
44 if only bandA is considered. The multiple quantum

coherence transfer yields a modulation of the signal of b
A with the double quantum frequencies, which can be
served. We shall also consider a modified pulse seque
HMQC8 obtained by deleting thek3 pulses.

al

the
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IV. APPLICATION TO THE AMIDE BANDS OF
PEPTIDES

In this section we discuss the signals expected for
pulse sequences introduced in Sec. III for the amide-I
amide-II bands in proteins and peptides. We shall use a s
plified model Hamiltonian withN54 chromophores~two
belonging to the amide-I band and two are in the amide
band!. The corresponding transition frequencies are cho
as v151530 cm21, v251560 cm21, v351620 cm21, and
v451650 cm21, which are typical for peptide spectra.29 We
assume that chromophores one and three are from one
tide plane while chromophores two and four belong to
neighboring plane. Additionally we take the same anharm
nicity of D5216 cm21 for all modes~this value has been
found experimentally for amide-I vibrations60!. The coupling
topology is depicted in Fig. 8. The coupling between ch
mophores in a single band is treated as an excitonic,
diagonal coupling with coupling operatorJi j Bi

†Bj and the
size of the matrix elementsJi j is chosen in agreement wit
the transition dipole coupling model of the amide-I band
neighboring peptide planes in a peptide chain.29,33 We use
J12525 cm21 andJ3455 cm21, while all other matrix ele-
ments are zero since for these couplings the transition
quency differences are large compared to the coupling ma
elements and can be neglected. For the interband coup
terms we only retain the nonresonant diagonal contributi
Ki j /2Bi

†Bj
†BiBj , which are equivalent to the weak couplin

observed in liquid state NMR@second term in Eq.~8!#.
Based on calculations of anharmonic coupling terms from
classical MD force field,42 we useK1358 cm21 and K24

516 cm21 to describe the coupling between amide-I a
amide-II chromophores within the same peptide plane~cou-
pling between mainly CO and CN stretch vibrations! and
neglect all anharmonic couplings between chromophore
different peptide planes. These rather large couplings w
chosen in order to better resolve all peaks and allow a qu
tative analysis of the coupling patterns. More quantitat
calculations with smaller, more realistic, couplings and m
croscopic modeling of line broadening will be present
elsewhere.42

The zero-order model Hamiltonian is of the general fo
of Eq. ~1!. NeglectingH8 in Eq. ~4!, the final total Hamil-
tonian can be written as

HT5(
i

N

v iBi
†Bi1(

iÞ j

N

Ji j Bi
†Bj1(

iÞ j

N
Ki j

2
Bi

†Bj
†BiBj

1(
i

N
D i

2
Bi

†Bi
†BiBi2E~ t !m ~10!

with nonzero coupling elementsJ12, J34, K13, and K24.
Neglecting all nonlinear terms in the dipole expansion@Eq.
~5!# we obtain for the coupling to the field

E~ t !m5(
i

N

Ei~ t !~Bi
†1Bi !. ~11!

For simplicity and easier comparison with NMR resu
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where the dipole is the same for all spins of a certain isot
@see Eq.~9!#, we use a common dipole matrix elementEi(t)
for all chromophores.

The effects of the coupling terms included in our mod
on NMR and vibrational spectra are most easily illustra
for a pair (N52) of chromophores. In Fig. 6, one
dimensional linear absorption spectra for~a! high- and~b!
low-temperature initial condition~compared with the vibra-
tional frequency! are displayed for different coupling situa
tions. The spectra were calculated using sum-over-st
expressions.2 For the linear absorption it is sufficient to con
sider only the lowest two levels of each chromophore and
initial density matrices can therefore be written in terms ofI z

operators. In the high temperature limit we haver051
2( i I z,i while the low-temperature approximation yieldsr0

5) i(12I z,i). The off-diagonal coupling has a noticeab
influence on the spectra only if the transition frequency d
ference of the chromophores is small or comparable to
coupling strength. This case is calledstrong coupling in
NMR and yields a change in line shape known as theroof
effect@see Fig. 6~a!#.27

In NMR spectra where the isotropic coupling in the li
uid state NMR Hamiltonian contains diagonal as well as o
diagonal couplings with the same coupling strength@see Eq.
~8!# the intensity of the peripheral peaks is always reduc
with respect to the central lines. For the high-temperat
limit of NMR the diagonal coupling yields the splitting o
the resonances in multiplets while the intensities in the m
tiplets depend on the off-diagonal coupling. For weak co
pling only the splitting is observed and the off-diagonal co
pling can be neglected, which forms the basis of the prod
operator formalism.21,27,61 In vibrational systems the two
contributions~J andK! can have different strengths, yieldin
a wider variety of line shapes where, e.g., also the cen
peaks of a multiplet can have smaller intensities if diago
and off-diagonal couplings are of different sign. In the low
temperature limit, the diagonal coupling only produces
shift of the peak and no additional splitting. The correspon
ing spectrum consists only of the lower frequency transitio

FIG. 6. Dependence of the linear absorption spectra of a system of
coupled chromophores on the relative size of coupling strengths and tr
tion frequency difference. The higher transition frequency is fixed at 1
cm21 for all spectra while the lower frequency is varied from 1450 cm21 to
1625 cm21 in steps of 25 cm21. ~a! High-temperature initial condition and
equal coupling strength (J5K510 cm21) for diagonal- and off-diagonal
coupling ~corresponds to NMR!. For large transition frequency difference
only the splitting due to the diagonal coupling is relevant.~b! Low-
temperature initial density matrix and vanishing diagonal coupling. The
quencies are given in cm21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6810 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 C. Scheurer and S. Mukamel
of the NMR multiplets. The influence of the off-diagon
coupling on the line intensities is shown in Fig. 6~b! for
vanishing diagonal coupling and positive off-diagonal co
pling ~H aggregates!. For negative off-diagonal coupling~J
aggregates! the intensity of the low energy peak increas
instead.

The linear absorption spectrum of our four chromoph
model system with the parameters given above Eq.~10! is
shown in Fig. 7 for different values ofJ12, as indicated. It is
important to note the dependence of the peak intensitie
the amide-II band multiplet on the off-diagonal coupling. A
discussed previously, no additional splittings due to the di
onal couplings are visible since the initial density matrix is
the low-temperature limit. We have calculated 2D spectra

S~V1 ,V2!5E
0

`E
0

`

dt1 dt2 S~t1 ,t2!eiV1t11 iV2t2 ~12!

for the techniques introduced in Sec. III using the opera
propagation expressions of Eq.~26! in Ref. 21 for the time-
domain signalsS(t1 ,t2). In the following figures we will
always present the absolute value signaluS(V1 ,V2)u, if not
indicated otherwise. The action of the pulses is expresse
the local oscillator basis while the Greens functions
evaluated in the eigenbasis of the exciton Hamiltonian. T
same homogeneous linewidthG was assumed for all trans
tions between the different exciton states. Figure 8 comp
a heterodyne detected one-color two-pulse photon echo s
trum @~PE!, 2k11k21k28#

44 with the corresponding two
color coherence transfer experiments CT3~Fig. 2! and CT5
~Fig. 3! with a small homogeneous linewidth ofG55 cm21

for which all peaks are well resolved. The PE spectrum c
tains the well-known multiplets for the excitoni
subsystems4,62 representing the amide-I@around (V1 ,V2)
5(21550,1550)# and amide-II @around ~21650, 1650!#
chromophores, respectively. The excitonic couplings yi
intraband cross peaks and the multiplets are asymmetric
to the two-exciton dynamics after the pulse pair. The anh
monicity produces the elongation of the diagonal pe
alongV2 . The two additional off-diagonal interband multip
lets connecting the amide-I and amide-II multiplets arou
~21550, 1650! and ~21650, 1550! can be attributed to the
diagonal interband couplingsKi j .

FIG. 7. Dependence of the linear absorption spectrum of the two-b
model system@Eq. ~10!# with low-temperature initial density matrix on th
off-diagonal couplingJ12 ~values given at the right!. All other parameters
are fixed at the values given in the text. The frequencies and coupling
given in cm21.
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The design of the CT3 pulse sequence is based on th
coupling terms. The first pulse on theA band produces a
single quantum coherence state which evolves at frequenc
belonging toA-band chromophores duringt1 . The pulse pair
then transfers the coherence to theB band, which leads to an
observable signal duringt2 with B-band frequencies, while
the A-band chromophores are in an unobservable populati
state duringt2 . The CT3 spectrum therefore contains onl
the interband cross-peak multiplet around~1550, 1650! as
can be seen in Fig. 8. The expanded scale display of t
cross peak@see Fig. 9~a!# shows that it consists of two dou-
blets due toK13 at ~1530, 1625! and K24 at ~1560, 1660!
where the splitting inV2 is due to the interband coupling
evolution duringt2 . The doublets show an additional cross

d

re

FIG. 8. Comparison of the 2D PE absolute value spectrum for the mod
system with two dimers with the spectra obtained from the pulse sequen
given in Figs. 2 and 3. The values of the couplings and transition freque
cies for the model Hamiltonian Eq.~10! are given in the text. Frequencies
along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~vertical! axes are given in cm21.

FIG. 9. Enlarged presentation of the interband cross peaks of Fig. 8 obtai
with the CT3 technique of Fig. 2 for~a! low- and ~b! high-temperature
initial condition~see the text!. Frequencies along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2

~vertical! axes are given in cm21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6811J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 Coherence transfer experiments in peptides
peak pattern at~1530, 1650! due to the resonant couplin
Ji j . The main difference between NMR and vibrational C
signal stems from the different initial conditions. This diffe
ence is most apparent in the peak multiplicity alongV1 when
comparing spectra calculated using low- and hig
temperature approximations for the initial density matrix~see
Fig. 9!. Assuming, again for simplicity, two-level system
the NMR high temperature approximation yields an init
density matrix of the formr0'11( i I z,i while the low-
temperature approximation yieldsr0'P i(12I z,i). While r0

in NMR does not contain any two-chromophore correlat
of the form I z,i I z, j , all of these and all higher order correla
tions are contained in the low temperaturer0 . In NMR the
two-chromophore correlations such asI z,i I y, j build up be-
tween coupled chromophores duringt1 due to the coupling
evolution andt1 can be chosen to maximize specific term
In vibrational spectroscopy all of these terms are alre
initially present after the first pulse and evolve at their
spective frequencies duringt1 . If no cancellation of peaks
were present this would in general yield peaks for all p
sible pairs of chromophores. In practice however only cr
peaks between chromophores with a coupling larger than
homogeneous linewidth are observable.

In Fig. 10 the couplingK345K is varied and the result
ing absolute value spectrauS(V1 ,V2)u are shown along the
real and imaginary parts ofS. The cross-peak signal contain
two contributions from different pathways that interfere d
structively and cancel if the interband coupling is small co

FIG. 10. Dependence of the spectra for the CT3 technique on variation
K5K34 . All other parameters are fixed at the values given in the te
Frequencies along theV1 ~horizontal! and V2 ~vertical! axes are given
in cm21.
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pared to the linewidth, as can be seen going fromK50 to 4
cm21. The interference can be most easily understood
considering two coupled chromophores and describing
eigenstates in terms of the approximate local product sta
The interfering pathways are shown in Fig. 11 where the fi
~second! number in the state labels refers to theA-band~B-
band! excitation. The contributions have opposite sign as c
be seen by counting the number of bra-interactions. For v
ishingK the coherences due to the two diagrams evolve w
the same frequency duringt2 which leads to the cancella-
tion. This selectivity greatly simplifies the two-color correla
tion spectra and yields similar information to that containe
in the ‘‘shift correlation maps’’ in NMR spectroscopy using
the CT5 scheme.27 The difference in the initial condition
makes the simpler CT3 scheme more valuable for vibration
spectroscopy than in NMR. As mentioned previously,
NMR the p pulse is used to refocus the heteronuclear co
pling evolution duringt1 since the diagonal coupling to-
gether with the high-temperature initial condition woul
yield complicated multiplet patterns in theV1 dimension.
For the low-temperature initial condition in vibrational spec
troscopy the coupling evolution does not yield multiplets
V1 but only slightly shifted peaks, similar to what can b
seen in the linear absorption spectra~see Figs. 7 and 9!, and
the pulse pair substituting the NMRp pulse is not necessary
The CT5 scheme instead yields more detailed~and more
crowded! spectra with additional peaks due to anharmonic
ties and intraband coupling evolution induced by the pul
pair on theB band. These peaks contain additional inform
tion but might not be resolved in realistically broadene
spectra, calling for more elaborate pulse sequences.

in
t.

FIG. 11. The interfering pathways that lead to a cancellation of the int
band coupling doublets for vanishing interband couplingK in Figs. 10
~CT3! and 15 (HMQC8) are shown for two coupled chromophores. Th
energy scheme for the system is given at the right and the states are lab
by the number of excitations in each band.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 12. Dependence ofuS(V1 ,V2)u for the CT3 technique on variations inJ5J12 . All other parameters are fixed at the values given in the text. Frequen
along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~vertical! axes are given in cm21.
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The excitonic off-diagonal couplingsJi j influence the
relative intensities of the peaks, similar to the linear abso
tion spectra in Fig. 7. After the initial pulse of the CT3 s
quence, the coherences in the system evolve with the s
relative weights that also give rise to the linear absorpt
spectrum. For positiveJ5J12 the coherence between th
ground state and the state at;1530 cm21 becomes weak and
thus the doublet at~1530, 1625! in the 2D spectrum disap
pears~see Fig. 12!. The coherence between ground state a
the state at;1560 cm21 becomes stronger and all intensity
transfered to the doublet at~1560, 1660!. The intensities in
the 2D spectrum can be roughly understood comparing
two linear absorption spectra forJ12525 and15 cm21. The
CT3 experiment correlates single quantum coherences be
and after the pulse pair and yields peaks for coherences
tween chromophores with nonzero interband coupling. T
excitation strengths for the individual coherences corresp
to the intensities in the linear absorption spectra and the
peak intensities are related to the product of these intensi
For J12525 cm21 the product of intensities of the peaks
1530 and 1625 cm21 are similar to that of the peaks at 156
and 1660 cm21 in the linear absorption spectra. Therefo
both doublets at~1530, 1625! and ~1560, 1660! have about
the same strength. ForJ12515 cm21 though the product
of intensities for the peak at~1530, 1625! is much smaller
due to the excitonic coupling and the peak at~1560, 1660!
dominates.

Figure 13 displays the vibrational analog of NM
HMQC spectroscopy which shows peaks due to overto
and combination bands in the range from 3150 to 3250 cm21

alongV1 . After the final~B-band! pulse the system evolve
in single quantum states withA-band frequencies during th
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detection periodt2 , giving rise to the single quantum fre
quencies alongV2 . The detection is restricted to theA band
~amide-I! and therefore no peaks below 1600 cm21 are ob-
served in theV2 dimension. As for the CT5 technique, th
pulse pair representing the NMRp pulse leads to additiona
weaker peaks alongV1 which are due to intraband cou
plings, and to the evolution in higher excited states that
shifted by anharmonicity, represented byD in the current
model. The spectra are simplified considerably when thek3

pulse pair is eliminated (HMQC8) as can be seen in Fig. 14
For the same reason as for the CT3 technique the spec
contains the double quantum peaks already ift850 while
NMR requirest8.0 to generate double quantum states. T
spectrum witht850 actually contains the same peaks
would be observed in a NMR HMQC experiment with a

FIG. 13. Vibrational HMQC absolute value spectrum for the model syst
with two dimers and the pulse sequence given in Fig. 5. The delay tim
chosen ast854.2 ps. Frequencies along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~verti-
cal! axes are given in cm21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6813J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 15, 15 April 2002 Coherence transfer experiments in peptides
propriately chosent8 and no broadband decoupling of theB
band during detection. The double quantum frequenc
alongV1 correspond to interband pairs~combination excita-
tions! with nonvanishing couplings while the doublets inV2

correspond to theA-band~amide-I! chromophores involved
in the double quantum states, split by the interband coupli
Ki j . The variation oft8 ~see Fig. 14! yields the additional
double quantum combination peaks at~3180, 1620! and
~3180, 1650! that are not visible fort850. The cancellation
of pathways for these peaks that are the combinations of
interband pairs without coupling is lifted by an addition
coherence transfer pathway through the intraband coupl
Ji j that are active duringt8. This pathway is a close analo
of the coupling evolution used in NMR to generate cor
lated states through coupling interactions which leads t
periodic change of the relative peak intensities as show
Fig. 14. At t850 only the doublets at the double quantu
frequencies of the interband coupled chromophores are
ible. For increasingt8 their intensities drop and the peaks
~3180, 1620! and~3180, 1650! become more intense up to
maximum at aboutc0Jt852 after which the relative intensi
ties almost go back to their values att850.

The selectivity for cross peaks with couplings larger th
the homogeneous linewidth is demonstrated in Fig. 15 an
completely analogous to the observation for the CT3 sche
The Liouville space pathways leading to the cancellation
given in Fig. 11 for a system of two coupled chromophor
As can be seen from the energy scheme in Fig. 11,
HMQC8 and the CT3 techniques together allow one to o
serve all possible one-quantum coherences in a system
coupled chromophores if the diagonal coupling term is n
zero. Variation of the intraband couplingJ12 leads for t8
50 to the vanishing of the double quantum doublet at~3155,

FIG. 14. Dependence ofuS(V1 ,V2)u for the HMQC8 technique on varia-
tions in c0Jt8 (J5uJ12u5uJ34u55 cm21), as indicated. Frequencies alon
the V1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~vertical! axes are given in cm21.
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1625! ~Fig. 16!. This is due to the same reason as discus
previously for the CT3 sequence only that now the role
the pulse pair and the single pulse is interchanged. The r
tive intensities of the peaks in the 2D spectrum can again
explained based on the linear absorption spectra forJ12

525 and15 cm21 in Fig. 7. The doublet at~3155, 1625! is
mainly a combination of the transitions at 1530 and 16
cm21, which are both weak forJ12515 cm21. It is thus
much weaker than the doublet at~3180, 1660!, which for
J12515 cm21 is a combination of the two strong transition
at 1560 and 1620 cm21. For J12525 cm21 both doublets
are combinations of one strong and one weak transition e
yielding peaks of comparable strength. In Fig. 17 a com
nation of the behavior of Figs. 14 and 16 is seen fort8.0.
For increasingJ the doublet at~3155, 1625! becomes weake
due to the changes in excitation strength already observe
Fig. 16. On the other hand, the peaks at~3180, 1620! and
~3180, 1650! can build up during the delayt8 due to the
coherence transfer through the excitonic coupling. T
mechanism changes the relative intensities of the pathw
in Fig. 11 and lifts the exact cancellation. The peaks w
V153180 cm21 are not split alongV2 since the states in
volved in these coherences are only coupled to other st
by off-diagonal coupling terms and these only give rise
changes in line intensities, not to splittings.

FIG. 15. Dependence of the spectra for the HMQC8 technique on variations
in K5K34 (t850). All other parameters are fixed at the values given in
text. Frequencies along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~vertical! axes are given
in cm21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 16. Dependence ofuS(V1 ,V2)u for the HMQC8 technique on variations inJ5J12 (t850). All other parameters are fixed at the values given in the te
Frequencies along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~vertical! axes are given in cm21.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have surveyed several basic heteronuclear N
pulse sequences and analyzed them for design principles
may be transferable to vibrational spectroscopy. Hete
nuclear NMR spectroscopy corresponds to vibrational sp
troscopy of different vibrational bands with pulses that co
individual bands but do not overlap with other bands. W
were able to devise a vibrational single quantum experim
that is analogous to the NMR ‘‘shift correlation spectro
copy’’ and a double quantum experiment resembling HMQ
In both cases it is possible to avoid the use ofp pulses which
are necessary in NMR to simplify the spectra. The differ
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initial conditions of NMR and vibrational spectroscop
~high- versus low-temperature limit! offer different possibili-
ties of selecting specific interband peaks. Time delays u
in NMR to create two-chromophore correlated states are
necessary in vibrational spectroscopy where all possible
related states are already contained in the initial density
trix. Selectivity is achieved through exact cancellation
pathways if no coupling between chromophores exists. Th
cancellations can be lifted by opening additional pathwa
using further delay periods as in the case of the HMQC a
log (HMQC8).

This paper analyzes 2D vibrational techniques that
the
FIG. 17. Dependence ofuS(V1 ,V2)u for the HMQC8 technique on variations inJ5J12 (t854.2 ps). All other parameters are fixed at the values given in
text. Frequencies along theV1 ~horizontal! andV2 ~vertical! axes are given in cm21.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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different frequencies and are thus analogous to heteronu
NMR spectroscopy. This should open up a new venue
simplified multidimensional spectra with increased reso
tion as has been the case in protein NMR spectroscopy.
address the question of which principles can be transfe
from NMR spectroscopy and how the spectra and pulse
quences differ from NMR due to the low temperature a
weak pulse field limits. To gain this insight we resorted
parameters that allow one to resolve all peaks and ma
detailed analysis of the spectra in terms of the cohere
transfer pathways possible. The present simulations are
qualitative since the chosen values of the interband coupl
are large and the homogeneous linewidths are small c
pared to experiment. More realistic simulations of pept
spectra should employ vibrational Hamiltonian that includ
more anharmonic contributions needed to describe the in
band couplings in multicolor spectroscopies. The influen
of relaxation ~population relaxation and dephasing! should
be introduced as well. The 2D techniques presented in
current paper lay the basis for detailed relaxation studies
the analogous important NMR experiments, for example,
2D heteronuclear pulse sequence is used to gain impro
resolution and additional delays are introduced and the in
sities of certain peaks are monitored as a function of th
relaxation delays. Similar ideas may be implemented for
vibrational techniques.

The two three-pulse sequences presented in this p
should be readily implemented experimentally to dem
strate the feasibility of vibrational techniques analogous
heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy. The resulting spectra
far less crowded than third-order one-color experiments.
increased resolution and less overlap will thus allow one
study larger and more complex molecules. The CT3 te
nique directly yields information about coupled heteropa
of chromophores, their single quantum frequencies in theV1

and V2 dimensions, and the diagonal coupling streng
from the multiplet patterns inV2 . HMQC8 contains similar
information inV2 but yields peaks of the possible combin
tion vibrations alongV1 . For delayst8.0 between the first
two pulses it is additionally possible to extract excitonic co
pling patterns and strengths from the additional peaks wh
have periodically varying intensity as a function oft8. More
complicated pulse sequences will have to be develope
gain refined control over the coherence transfer pathw
and provide further insight in the dynamics of complex m
ecules. The use of field polarization and phase provides
ditional degrees of freedom for coherence control. Effects
relaxation and inhomogeneous broadening will be the sub
of future studies.

The present results can be readily extended to mult
mensional Raman techniques which might allow one
achieve even higher resolution at the cost of more com
cated pulse sequences.45 To account for the coupling to th
field in Raman techniques, the second term in Eq.~4! needs
to be replaced withE2(t)a, wherea is the electronic polar-
izability, averaged over the electronic ground state. The
larizability tensor can be expanded analogously to the dip
in Eq. ~5!.
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